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Introduction
It is with great pleasure that we bring you the inaugural UK
On-Trade Premium Soft Drinks and Mixers Market Report 2019.
Fentimans has been in my family for over 110 years. So, as a
pioneer of premium craft drinks, this is an objective view of the
market in which we operate; providing an opportunity to delve
into the key consumer dynamics and influences affecting the
premium drinks category today.
The last few years have seen significant change in the premium
sector, from successful new entrants, to an ever more demanding
consumer, through to the recent introduction of the sugar tax and
relentless focus on quality and innovation.
More recently, the political and economic environment provides
a new wave of uncertainty as we navigate our way through Brexit,
and the myriad of challenges that brings. That said, as a premium
brand with a strong consumer base around the world, we’re
confident that the premiumisation of the drinks category is here
to stay, and indeed, go from strength to strength.
I hope you find this report useful, insightful and thought provoking,
as we collectively face into the journey that lies ahead.

Eldon Robson
Founder of Fentimans Ltd
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About the report
Part One
An overview of the premium soft drinks and mixers market in 2019

Part Two
Consumer trends impacting the drinks industry

Part Three

The UK On-Trade Premium Soft Drinks

Unless otherwise stated, data in this report is

and Mixers Market Report 2019 is the most

drawn from CGA’s suite of research sources.

comprehensive analysis yet of the UK’s

This includes CGA BrandTrack, the quarterly

thriving premium soft drinks and mixers

survey of the habits of 5,000 nationally

market. It combines Fentimans deep

representative British consumers and their

knowledge of drinks, accrued over more

attitudes to more than 270 drinks brands

than a century, with in-depth data and

and 80 of the country’s eating and drinking

authoritative analysis from drinks data and

out brands. It also uses the latest data from

research consultancy CGA.

CGA’s On Premise Measurement Tool,
which analyses the on-trade and all

The report aims to spotlight the latest trends

categories of drinks; Coffer Peach Business

A look at the key drivers shaping today’s on-trade channel

in the market and understand what is fuelling

Tracker, the benchmark of sales for leading

them. It looks at the premium soft drinks and

managed pub, bar and restaurant groups;

Part Four

mixers sector from two points of view: that of

and the CGA Business Leaders’ Survey,

consumers and their evolving needs, and that

which gathers the opinions of more than 170

of the businesses and brands that serve them.

influential individuals working at CEO, MD,

It also gazes into the future to predict some of

Chairman, Director or other senior

the drinks trends we can expect to see in the

management level.

A deep dive into the soft drinks and mixer categories

Part Five
Key trends to watch for in 2019 and beyond

next few years. Throughout the report, we aim
to stimulate thinking about the premium soft
drinks and mixers market and provide relevant
market intelligence that helps operators who
work in it to make better business decisions.
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Part One:
The premium drinks and
on-trade market in 2019
Eight things to know

1. Ongoing premiumisation in soft
drinks and mixers
The value of soft drinks and mixers sales is growing at a much faster pace than
volume—a sure sign that consumers are choosing higher cost options. Indeed, we’ve
seen recorded value sales growth of 5.4% in the year to April 2019, far outstripping volume
growth of 1.8%1. This suggests that consumers aren’t necessarily drinking many more
soft drinks and mixers out of home—but they are clearly drinking more premium ones.

2. Mixers and flavoured carbonates
categories are leading the way
The growth in the premium sector is being led by mixers. The value of premium
mixers sales rocketed by 81.3% to £323.1m in the 12 months to April 2019—remarkable
growth that reflects the boom in high-end drinking. The flavoured carbonates segment
of the premium market grew significantly too—by 5.6% to £47.1m—while lemonade
sales were up 6.1% to £36.5m2.

3. Craft premium brands on the rise
The value of soft drinks sales is
growing at a much faster pace
than volume

5.4%
in 12 months
to April 2019
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CGA’s data also suggests that growth in premium drinks is being driven by small
craft and medium sized brands rather than large corporates, who have a much larger
reliance on mainstream everyday products. This premium end of the market now
accounts for 11.5% of total soft drinks sales by value, and has stolen share from
mainstream brands over recent years3.
1

CGA On Premise Measurement Tool, 12 months to April 2019

2

CGA On Premise Measurement Tool, 12 months to April 2019

3

CGA On Premise Measurement Tool, 12 months to April 2019
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4. Premium spirits thriving

7. Optimism for drinks-led businesses

Value growth (6.7%) is comfortably outstripping volume growth (2.6%) in spirits,

The same survey found that more than half (53%) of drink-led business leaders

too . This reflects a demand for higher quality—and often newer—spirit choices.

were optimistic about the general market this year—much higher than among

The trend is particularly apparent in the gin category, where numerous new brands

leaders of food-led businesses (33%). This suggests that many pubs and bars are

have joined the market in recent years. It has an obvious knock-on effect on mixers,

well placed—but provides an opportunity for restaurants and food-led operators

with more and more consumers selecting premium mixers to accompany their

to make premium drinks a more substantial part of their offer.

4

premium spirits.

5. Pubs and bars outperforming restaurants

8. Attitudes to sugar changing the market
The government’s introduction of a Soft Drinks Industry Levy in April 2018 has had

For many years, the trend in the on-trade was of rising food sales but falling drinks

an important impact on the licensed channel. In the run-up to the launch of the tax,

sales. But that story is changing. In fact, we have seen like for like sales growth of

more than 50% of manufacturers reduced the sugar content of their drinks—taking

2.1% for leading managed pub and bar groups in the 12 months to April 2019—

out the equivalent of 45 million kilograms of sugar7. CGA’s data shows that this has

compared to a 0.7% fall in sales for restaurant groups5. Pubs and bars enjoyed very

had an immediate impact on soft drinks sales, with low-calorie options increasing

strong summer trading in 2018, and consumers’ appetite for them continues.

their share of their market from 31.1% to 36.4% in the year after the introduction
of the tax. The levy has also increased consumers’ awareness of the sugar content

6. Room for better soft drinks

of their soft drinks, leading to pressure on bars, pubs and restaurants to ensure
that they strike the right balance of full-sugar and low-calorie options in their
drinks ranges.

CGA’s Business Leaders’ Survey reveals that fewer than one in seven (14%) bosses
rate their soft drinks ranges as market-leading6. There is clearly significant opportunity
for pubs and bars to improve their soft drinks offer and use it to stand out in a
crowded market.
4

CGA On Premise Measurement Tool, 12 months to April 2019

5

CGA Coffer Peach Business Tracker, 12 months to April 2019

6

CGA Business Leaders’ Survey, January 2019

7

HM Treasury research
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14%
of bosses rate their
soft drinks ranges
as market-leading

More than

50%
of manufacturers reduced the sugar content of their
drinks in the run-up to the launch of the sugar tax
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Total drinks market8

3.2%
Year on year
increase in the
market value

Value of total wet sales in Britain’s on-trade9

Total premium soft drinks and mixers

£517m

33.1%

Value of the premium soft drinks
market

Year on year value increase of
premium soft drinks sales

Drinks sales in
the drink-led
pub sector

up by
6.0%
year on year

Drinks sales
in the food-led
sector

up by
4.7%
year on year

Drinks sales
in bars and
clubs

(£323.1m,

up by
0.2%
year on year

Soft drinks and mixers

£4.5bn
Value of the total soft drinks and
mixers market in Britain

5.4%
Year on year value increase in the
total soft drinks and mixers market

8

All data in this section is taken from CGA’s On Premise Measurement Tool, 12 months to April 2019

9

Long alcohol drink, spirits, wine, soft drinks and mixers market, 12 months to April 2019
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15.0%

81.3%)

Juice

(£50.2m,

24.1%)

Flavoured carbonates

(£47.1m,

5

4

3

2
Mixers

£12.6bn

£10.1bn

Premium soft drinks value share
of total soft drinks market

Top five non-alcoholic drink categories by value
1

£7.3bn

11.5%

5.6%)

Water

(£43.1m,

2.5%)

Lemonade

(£36.5m,

6.1%)

Premium soft drinks category share
Mixers (63%)

Lemonade (7%)

Juice (10%)

Cola (1%)

Flavoured carbonates (9%)

Squash (<1%)

Water (8%)

Share of the total drinks market
now taken by total soft drinks
and mixers

63.3% Share of year on year value
growth in the soft drinks and mixers
market taken by premium mixers
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61%
Part Two:
Consumer trends

of premium soft drinks consumers
state that the quality of drinks on offer
is an important factor when eating out

Consumer data shows that these drinkers are

This is not just important for drink-led venues

typically of female bias, and tend to visit the

either. Soft drinks consumers over-index in

on-trade more frequently than the average.

eating out occasions, and that adds more

They spend more too, and are more affluent

value to the category. 61% of premium soft

than standard soft drinks consumers. All

drinks consumers state that the quality of

these factors indicate that this is a valuable

drinks on offer is an important factor when

segment of the market, and one that

eating out11. What’s more, premium soft

outlets should be focusing on attracting

drinks consumers’ satisfaction levels do not

to their venues.

differ greatly from the average, suggesting
that even small changes could make a

But the opinions of many soft drinks

significant impact. As lifestyle changes

consumers suggest that current outlet offers

continue to drive premiumisation trends, it

do not always meet their needs, and that

is crucial that brands and retailers optimise

Premium soft drinks and mixers are firmly part of the consumer

they are tiring of some mainstream brands.

their drink offerings to meet the needs of

mainstream. Nearly half (47%) of all soft drinks consumers now buy

With an average of 6.3 brands in their

their guests.

into the premium soft drinks and mixers category—a figure that has

repertoire, it is clear that consumers enjoy a

steadily increased in recent years.

broad range of drinks, and are increasingly
favouring healthier and more premium
choices10. Since their overall perceptions
of a venue tend to improve in line with the
standard of the drinks, high quality offerings
should be a key consideration for operators.
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10

CGA BrandTrack, October 2018

11

CGA BrandTrack, October 2018

47%
of all soft drinks consumers
now buy into the premium
soft drinks category
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The premium soft drinks and mixers consumer
Figures refer to percentages for premium soft drinks and mixers consumers,
followed in brackets by figures for all-consumer averages12
Age group split

Gender

29.2% (28.8%)

39.1% (33.9%)

31.7% (37.3%)

18-34 yrs

35-54 yrs

55+ yrs

Male

Female

36.7%
(48.9%)

63.3%
(51.1%)

Drink out weekly

Household income

33.7% (31.6%)

£45K

(£38k)

Eat out weekly

Average Spend

51.8% (48.1%)

£102.44 (£86.98)

Soft drinks / mixers brands in repertoire

6.3
Premium consumers
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(4.6)
All-consumer averages

12

CGA BrandTrack, October 2018
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Consumer trends:

Five emerging movements to follow

1. Empowerment

The rise of the everyday connoisseur

Consumers of soft drinks and mixers are changing fast, and in ways that impact all
brands. These are five of the key behavioural trends to follow.

Thanks to the integration of the internet into

specific brands, cocktails and serves. They

daily life, people now walk around with global

also expect the same, if not higher, level of

news, information and opinions at their

education and service from their outlets.

fingertips. This has given people a different

This shift in power requires brands and

attitude to learning and thinking. They are

outlets to listen to consumers’ needs and

no longer constrained by the education

focus on the education of their employees

curriculum, work training or news channels.

to deliver a physical experience that is

They can now pick a topic, search online and

unachievable online.

educate themselves without leaving the sofa.
Essentially, consumers are better equipped
with information on subjects that are
meaningful to them. This new sense of

While we do see guests specifying certain spirit

empowerment has resulted in the rise of the

brands, in a venue such as Mr. Fogg’s Gin Parlour

everyday connoisseur. As an example, just

where we have over 200 gins, consumers

searching ‘how to make a gin and tonic’ on

increasingly look to our experienced bartenders

Google produces 24 million results. Similarly,

for help and guidance on drink choices. This is

Jamie Oliver’s Ultimate G&T video has had
over 1 million views on YouTube.
As consumers become more confident in
their drink choices, they begin to request
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all part of the ‘experience’ that our venues have
become so well loved for.

Simon Allison, Head of Marketing,
Inception Group
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3. Memorable moments

2. Better together

The importance of the influencer

Finding a collective voice
Empowerment has also led to the rise of ‘consumer activism.’ Whether politically, environmentally

Social media has blurred the lines between reality and

or ethically motivated, a new generation of consumer is emerging who—with the support of the

aspirational life goals. The rise of the social influencer

wider community, either physically or digitally—feel empowered to make a positive change.

exposes the consumer to experiences that in the past

Insta-moments

would have felt out of reach—and increasingly these
This has important consequences for brands. More and more consumers expect brands to have

experiences are more valuable to them than material

a voice or clear point of view, and are looking for values that align with their own. They can be

possessions. Consumers are being driven by the desire to

quickly turned on or off by what a brand stands for, and what social campaigns they support.

improve their ‘digital persona’ and, in turn, compete with

Consumers are looking for brands and outlets to have meaningful values and beliefs that they

or inspire their peers. The average consumer has evolved

can buy into.

into an ‘everyday influencer’ who wants to tap into the
latest trends and discover new brands which they can

These groups of empowered consumers express their opinions in different ways. Some have

share and engage with online.

used their collective voice to build pressure on outlets to provide alternatives to single-use
coffee cups and plastic straws. Some have championed changes in dietary needs like veganism,

Experiences can be new challenges, hobbies, passions,

a movement that saw quarter of a million people sign up to 2019’s ‘Veganuary’ campaign—more

or anything that is deemed important or have a positive

than in the previous four years combined13. Brands need to respond to these powerful trends,

influence on the consumer. According to a recent study,

and to show they are listening to demands for better sustainability and changing dietary needs

69% of millennials take a photo of their food before

like veganism.

eating14. For them, purchases are no longer just a
transaction, but an aspirational goal. Creating
Instagrammable drinking experiences is a trend that
both brands and operators can use to better engage
with consumers. Making sure offerings are frequently
changed also drives engagement as it satiates
constant thirst for new online content.

13

Veganuary (registered charity)
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14

Maru / Matchbox

At Fentimans, we realise the
importance of the influencer in
today’s society, and we aim to
create ‘Instagrammable’ moments
for consumers. In May 2019, we
took our pink Land Rover to
London’s Covent Garden and
created a stunning floral
installation. Being highly
Insta-genic, it received more
than 1,000 pieces of free tagged
content in just seven days, with
an estimated reach of over 10
million people.
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4. Body eco-system

The demand for healthy options
Developments in science, education and

Retailers currently offer significantly more

technology have increased interest in

choice of low and no-alcohol products than

personal health. Consumers are increasingly

bars and restaurants, and it is clear that this

treating their bodies like eco-systems and

is a major area of opportunity for outlets.

monitoring their health through mobile apps
and wearable technology. CGA data indicates

The greater awareness of personal health

that two thirds (65%) of British consumers

has also led consumers to seek venues that

are proactively trying to lead a healthy

can complement their changing lifestyles

lifestyle—a rise of four percentage points in

and needs. Operators increasingly need

just three years .

to provide full transparency in the

15

communication of their ingredients and
The increasingly prominent messages

production methods, and there is a growing

about the health implications of alcohol

expectation for nutritional information to

consumption have led to a surge in the low

be included on every product and menu.

and no-alcohol movement. Two in five (41%)
business leaders surveyed by CGA identified
this as a key trend to follow in 2019, making
it a more hotly tipped issue than even craft
beer (31%) or artisan coffee (28%)16.

65%

of British consumers are proactively
trying to lead a healthy lifestyle

15

CGA BrandTrack, October 2018

16

CGA Business Leaders’ Survey, January 2019
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5. A digital backlash

The desire for human interaction
Digital and social media is transforming people’s interaction with brands—but

65%

some of the impacts can be negative. Perhaps one of the biggest side effects of
living life ‘on demand’ is the decrease in meaningful social connections, leading
to loneliness, social isolation and, in some cases, mental health issues. We are
starting
to see
a backlash against this, with more and more people seeking to
of British
consumers
proactively
try technology
to lead
disconnect
from
and rebel against its impact on their lives. In short,
healthy
lifestyle
now
theyaare
striving
to achieve
a better balance in life, which in turn means they are

actively seeking new products and services that can support them on
their journey.
For operators, the next stage in cultivating customer loyalty is about facilitating
connections by creating unique spaces where communities can be built and
flourish. We have already seen this start to happen in coffee shops, which offer
that much sought after ‘third space,’ between the workplace and home. By
promoting interaction amongst people, and between customers and staff, these
venues can motivate consumers to leave their homes and spend money. But
for this shift in behaviour to be sustained, operators will need to offer a
larger selection of low and no-alcohol options, and place more emphasis
on responsible drinking.

64%
17
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of Generation Z say they are actively
taking a break from social media17

Survey of more than 1,000 18- to 24-year-olds, December 2017, by Origin, Hill Holliday
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Soft drinks and mixers:
Market overview

Part Three:
On-trade trends

The soft drinks and mixers market in the

Which parts of the on-trade are driving the

on-trade continues to grow at pace—5.4%

premiumisation trend? CGA data indicates

by value in the last year. Volume growth is

that London is a key market, and is acting as

lower—which means that consumers are

an incubator for newer premium brands in

spending more on their soft drinks, and that

particular—but there is good growth across

the premium end of the market is driving the

all regions of Britain. London holds a 30.1%

growth. Premium soft drinks now account

share of all premium soft drink sales, whilst

for 11.5% of total soft drinks value—a figure

Lancashire has experienced 50.1% year

that has risen by 2.4 percentage points in the

on year value growth. Sales of premium

last year. Put another way: premium choices

brands also tend to closely correlate with

now account for nearly twelve pence in every

perceptions of outlets, with spend increasing

pound spent on soft drinks in the on-trade .

in parallel with the quality of a venue.

18

With the pace of change in the on-trade so high at the moment, it is crucial to

Volumes are higher in the free sector of the

understand how consumer dynamics are influencing approaches to drinks,

This is reflected in the increasing share of

on-trade, but return on sales is higher in

pubs and bars.

soft drinks and mixers fridge space in the

venues that are run by groups with more

on-trade. It indicates that pub and bar

than one site.

operators are becoming more alert to the
sales potential of premium soft drinks—
though there is still plenty of room for
growth.

18

All data in this section from CGA’s On Premise Measurement Tool,

Mixers now have a

27%

share of non-alcoholic fridge space

12 months to April 2019
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The mixer category is the most notable

three years—a response to rising demand for

beneficiary of the premiumisation trend.

new flavours and brands—especially artisan

Mixers now have a 27.1% share of

ones. But it is important to note that many of

non-alcoholic fridge space—a figure that has

these new products remain very niche. In fact

jumped by 2.2 percentage points over the

those 458 arrivals accounted for only 1.8% of

last year. By contrast, energy drinks have

soft drinks sales by volume in 2018.

seen their fridge space share fall by 0.4
This indicates that consumers are still

percentage points, and water by 0.6.

overwhelmingly choosing established
CGA data also reveals the scale of new

premium soft drinks brands, with Fever-Tree

entrants into the soft drinks and mixers

and Fentimans the most popular choices in

market. There have been 458 new soft drink

volume terms.

products launched into the market in the last

Soft drinks:

Breakdown of non-alcoholic fridge space by drink type

19

Share of Fridge

19

Juice

32.8%

Mixers

27.1%

Flavoured carbonates

11.1%

Cola

10.6%

Water

9.9%

Energy

6.0%

Lemonade

2.5%

458 new arrivals
generated only

1.8%

of soft drinks sales
by volume in 2018

Trends and changes
in the on-trade
What do all these important developments mean for the
on-trade? What do consumers expect from their premium
venues now, and how can operators best respond to evolving
drinks trends? These are three factors for brands to consider
when developing their offer.

CGA On Premise Measurement Tool, 12 months to April 2019
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1. Experience

Consumers demand more than just food and drink
As consumers place more importance on their experiences, they are increasingly seeking out
activity or theme-based venues. Start-ups and existing operators alike are evolving their offers to
make the experiential and theatrical aspects of a visit just as important as the products they stock.
Venues are now offering games, cinemas, masterclasses and many more activities beyond the bar.
CGA research shows that more than half (53%) of consumers would like to see traditional games
like pool and darts in pubs too20. With brands such as Mr Fogg’s, Cahoots and Bunga Bunga, the
Inception Group understand the value of offering consumers something different as well as the
importance of including low and no-alcohol offerings on the menu as guests increasingly look to
have a low key, experience-led evening with friends. Simon Allison, Inception Group’s Head of
Marketing, comments: “Our point of difference is offering consumers an experience—we really want
to engage with them before, during and after their visit. We increasingly find guests are looking to get
more from their time drinking, whether that be enriching themselves through learning, being entertained
or sampling new, exciting products. Experiences such as pizza-making and gin safaris have proved very
popular, and we’ve also started to offer murder mystery evenings and swing dancing after listening to
feedback from our guests.’’
Pop-up venues play well to this trend too. They offer a limited-time only sense of discovery and
excitement, and their nature means offerings can be kept fresh and varied. If brands are to
maximise opportunities in these type of venues, they may need to consider their approach to serve,
since traditional drink formats may not always be suitable in an experience-led environment.

53%
of consumers would
like to see traditional
games like pool and

20

CGA BrandTrack, October 2018
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darts in pubs

Fentimans
Fentimans
Market
Market
Report
Report
2019/ /33
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2. Sustainability

Playing a part in
Earth Day

Making a difference
Sustainability continues to be a major focus

This can already be seen at the most progressive

Whilst this approach is still somewhat luminary for

within the drinks industry for suppliers and

end of the bar industry. Earlier this year, upscale

the mainstream on-trade sector, we will certainly

operators alike. Consumers are becoming more

brasserie Quaglino’s launched the world’s most

begin to see elements of it filter down, and be

and more eco-conscious, and they want their

sustainable cocktail. It is made up of ingredients

marketed more confidently to the mainstream

brands to respond accordingly. Nine in ten

previously destined for the compost bin, with

consumer. Being sustainable will be seen not

(92%) of consumers think it is important that

every element of it waste-free—even the cup

just as a responsible thing to do, but as creative and

the venues they visit use environmentally

can be consumed. Marco Sangion, Operations

thought-provoking amongst consumers who are

friendly ingredients and the sustainability of

Manager at Quaglino’s, explains: “We wanted to

already feeling inspired to make a difference.

their packaging is under scrutiny too21. The

reinforce that there are alternative ways of creating

industry is already focused on cutting use of

cocktails that can tick all boxes on a sustainability

As a result, brands and operators need to be ahead

Earth Day, celebrated globally

harmful single use plastics, and many operators

front. The ingredients are all locally sourced, to

of the curve and think about how they can adjust

every year on 22nd April, aims

have already phased out plastic straws.

eliminate transportation costs and pollution,

their operations and product selections to

to educate people about

and they are also healthy. The idea is to create

demonstrate the part they are playing in relation

sustainability issues and

But what’s next? Reducing bar waste, upcycling

something unique, environmentally conscious

to the broader sustainability agenda. They will also

activate environmental

reusable ingredients in drinks, greater use of

and, of course, delicious.”

need to be aware of non-food/drink related events

movements. To support 2019’s

home-made ‘waste-free’ ingredients and a

like World Earth Day, and respond to them in their

theme of #SaveTheSpecies,

focus on seasonality will all become more

marketing and menus.

Fentimans launched a ‘Save the
Botanicals’ campaign, with the

common. Terms such as ‘closed-loop’ and

aim of raising awareness of

‘zero-waste’ are sure to become more
mainstream phrases used to describe
specific drinks, ingredients or business
practices. The impacts of this will be felt
throughout the supply chain, with three in
four (76%) business leaders rating the ethical
engagement of their suppliers as an
important consideration22.
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endangered British plant species

92%
of consumers think it is
important that the venues
they visit use environmentally friendly ingredients

through media coverage and
social media activity, and in the
on-trade via cocktail menus in
seven top UK bars.
21

CGA BrandTrack, October 2018

22

CGA Business Leaders’ Survey, January 2019
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3. Wellness

Helping people live better
As the nation confronts the stigma associated with mental health,
the promotion of physical wellbeing and mental fitness for
employees is becoming a hot topic. According to research by The
Benevolent, publicans and front of house staff have significantly
poorer mental health than office and home-based roles. Promoting
healthy working environments—by making sleep a priority, providing
healthy meals, building strong social and community connections

Over the past couple of years, there’s been a growing shift in the
conversation around health and wellness in the hospitality industry,
and it fills me with hope that we’re moving in the right direction—that
people can enjoy longer, more sustainable and happier careers.

and having an open door policy for staff to discuss their health in a
secure environment—will benefit individuals and, in turn, create a
healthier, happier workforce and boost productivity.
There is pressure for this from the public, too: nine out of ten (90%)
say it is important to them that the venues they frequent treat their

Tim Etherington-Judge, Founder, Healthy Hospo

workers fairly23. So as workplace benefits and flexible working
become the norm for many industries, the drinks industry must be
careful to not be left behind. Perceptions of long, often unsociable
hours, combined with an excessively hedonistic lifestyle, make it

90%

		

hard to attract new talent. One industry body leading

		

the way here is Healthy Hospo, who provide

		

hospitality professionals, businesses and brands

		

with information and support on physical and

		

mental health and overall wellness and tips on living

		

a happier life.

of consumers say it is important to them that the
venues they frequent treat their workers fairly

23
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CGA BrandTrack, October 2018
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Part Four:
Premium mixers and soft
drinks trends
At the premium end of the drinks market, tastes and habits are evolving, putting
pressure on brands to adapt.
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Premium mixers

Innovation and experience
As we have seen, the premium mixers

Another factor in the rise of premium mixers

category continues to boom. Changing

is flavoured offerings. The advantage to

lifestyles, the recent surge in gin sales and the

consumers is that they are able to stay loyal to

role of Fever Tree in educating consumers on

their favourite premium spirits and experiment

the importance of quality mixers have all

with new flavour profiles. Grapefruit, orange

contributed, and 29% of consumers now order

and rhubarb flavoured tonics have all seen a

a premium mixer as part of their drink, rising

recent surge in popularity, and as well as

to 39% for gin consumers. This is a reflection

pairing well with a breadth of gins, they work

of the ‘everyday connoisseur’ trend.

equally well when mixed with vodka and
other spirits.

Although gin has been on the ascent for
a number of years, there is still plenty of

Colour is also becoming a key consideration,

headroom for growth in the category. It

with consumers seeking a visual experience

currently makes up only one fifth (20%) of the

alongside amazing flavour. Consumers are

UK’s spirits market value, compared to 24% in

being tempted to choose light, bright liquids

Spain . But the arrival of new premium craft

over standard mixers, and if the quality meets

gins and flavour innovation from larger brands

expectations then it’s a double win: not just a

like Tanqueray, Gordon’s and Beefeater has

great tasting drink, but a great looking,

fuelled further interest. This is good news for

‘Instagrammable’ one too. Looking to the

the premium mixer market, as consumers

future, the indication is that consumers will

become more experimental and more

increasingly seek more interesting flavours that

accustomed to a premium G&T serve.

will evoke a mood, making the purchase overall

24

more emotive and less transactional.

24

To those who know their gins, flavoured
tonics can really take a pairing to the next
level. And for those still catching on to the
G&T trend, flavoured tonics can be a really
great place to start exploring different
flavours and combinations without having
to spend a fortune in order to do so.

Olivier Ward, Co-Founder,
Gin Foundry

CGA On Premise Measurement Tool, April 2019
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Interestingly, the rise of low abv and

There is a cultural movement towards
consumers looking to reduce their alcohol
intake on a more frequent basis. The younger
generations are increasingly interested in
well-being and want to enjoy alcohol in
moderation. With 70% of influential
bartenders recognising low and no-alcohol
drinks as a growing trend, there is a real
opportunity to experiment with new styles,
and brands like Lillet are benefitting from
this increased consumer interest. Refreshing
serves like the Lillet Spritz provide a
sophisticated, low-alcohol option for those
who are actively trying to drink less but are
still looking for a premium beverage.

Katia Fragkou, Head of Marketing,
Pernod Ricard

non-alcoholic drinks is also boosting the
premium mixer market. Although demand for
tonics to be consumed on their own is still
relatively low, their use in low and no-alcohol
drinks is becoming more common. A trend
that is currently gaining momentum is
using tonics in ‘Spritz’ style drinks. As
consumers seek new alternatives to the G&T,
lower alcohol aperitifs such as Campari or
aromatised wines such as Lillet are becoming
more widespread. The popularity of the
wine-based cocktail concept is creating a new
early evening drinking occasion that brands
and operators can capitalise on, as
consumers feel more comfortable with the
lower abv drink. ‘Spritz’ is being driven by a
number of factors, including the lower abv

Gin makes up

20%

of the UK spirits market
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and the emerging health agenda. There is no sign

Twists on the
Spritz

of the craze waning and tonic waters are playing
a large role in their popularity.
As the premium mixer market grows further, we
see a number of smaller players entering the
category and seeking to take advantage of
consumers’ desire to discover new flavours
and brands. And in order for brands to succeed
in a category where space is at a premium, they
must offer something different.
Spritz originates from Northern
This could be related to environmental, health

Italy, particularly Venice and the

or social brand positioning, but the number one

Veneto region, and is traditionally

driver of consumer preference is flavour,

made up of equal parts white wine

closely followed by quality ingredients and

and soda water. We’ve recently

natural credentials. Consumers refuse to

seen twists on it, including the

sacrifice taste and flavour, and are willing to

popular Aperol Spritz. We also

experiment and try new flavour profiles. For

recommend a Pink Grapefruit

operators, it is vital to have a range of flavoured

Spritz, made up of:

mixers that are versatile enough to pair with
a number of spirits, making the busy back bar
more space efficient.

• 50ml Lillet Rose
• 125ml Fentimans Pink
Grapefruit Tonic
• Cucumber and
strawberry garnish
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Better drinking
through botanicals

Premium soft drinksS

Flavour and quality reign
The consumer trend that has impacted most

looking for that premium experience.” Although

on the soft drinks category, and been most

we are starting to see more outlets taking

influential in the rise of premium choices, is the

their soft drinks and low and no-alcohol

move towards lower or no consumption of

drinks menus more seriously, there is still

alcohol. One in eight (12%) consumers now say

significant headroom for growth, and exciting

they don’t drink alcohol—an increase of four

opportunities to engage better with this

percentage points in just two years—and the

growing audience.

to create our drinks. Botanical brewing

generations . However, these consumers

In addition to people who are seeking an

superior quality beverages using a

continue to visit outlets—and they are looking

alcohol replacement, the recent boom in

for an exciting and high-quality non-alcoholic

craft drinks has created a new discerning

offering when they do. They are not making

premium soft drinks consumer, who expects

these choices to be thrifty: on the contrary,

differentiated flavour experiences and

they are looking for a premium up-trade to

premium quality options above and beyond

the standard cola or lemonade. Ross Walton,

ordinary carbonated drinks. While provenance,

Head of Bars and Drinks Development for The

artisanal credentials, heritage and quality of

Restaurant Group, says: “Over the past few years,

ingredients are all important, for the majority

we’ve been premiumising our range by providing

of people, it’s flavour that tops the list time

more adult flavoured soft drinks in the form of

and time again as the number one

packaged products and alcohol-free cocktails in

consumer preference driver.

number is even higher among younger
25

order to meet the growing demand of consumers

At Fentimans we use a unique process
is a time-honoured technique of making
combination of infusion, skilful
blending and fermentation of natural
ingredients. All our drinks contain a
fermented botanical core which
provides a real depth of flavour and
a three-dimensional mouthfeel. This
botanical base is made with ginger root
that is milled, crushed and fermented.
After fermentation the liquid is blended
with natural flavours and a variety of
carefully selected botanicals. The
process takes a total of seven days and
results in the rich and luxurious taste

25

CGA BrandTrack, October 2018
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for which Fentimans are renowned.
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Another hot topic within the soft drinks

On the flip side, a great tasting low-calorie

industry is that of sugar. While it is perhaps

drink can significantly increase consumption

easier to see the impact of this across

frequency and in turn drive sales. Getting this

supermarket shelves, it has undoubtedly

balance right within the soft drinks offering is a

made a stir in the licensed channel too. There

fine balance, and it is imperative that the needs

remains a large proportion of consumers who

of both types of consumer are met within a

seek out flavour and taste without too much

comprehensive soft drinks offering.

concern about sugar levels, but a growing
number of consumers are looking for a great

As consumer expectations rise in relation to

tasting quality product with fewer calories.

the breadth of premium soft drinks on offer,

Despite being calorie conscious, these

operators can face challenges in space and

consumers still consider a drinking or eating

ranging. One way venues can make their fridge

out occasion as a treat, and continue to seek

space work harder is by selecting versatile soft

great taste and flavour at the same time.

drinks that can fill more than one role—

Therefore, it’s safe to say that products that

perhaps as a mixer or a cocktail ingredient

compromise flavour to reduce calories

as well as a standalone choice.

significantly risk reducing their appeal.

Bar space for us is premium so it is very important to have products which have multiple use.
Choosing the right range allows us to develop different style drinks as well as standalone,
quick serves. It is therefore crucial to consider the wider potential of a soft drink when making
menu selections.

Emma Gregory, Food and Drink Innovation Manager, Prezzo
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1. Nordic flavours

Part Five:
Future trends – what’s next?
With such a fast pace of change in both consumer and on-trade trends, anticipating
what is coming down the line is vital. These are six of the things to watch in 2019
and beyond.

Seeking inspiration from
new-wave Scandinavia

With its progressive social policies and world-renowned
design, Scandinavian culture is increasingly aspirational
to the British consumer. Restaurants such as Noma in
Denmark and Faivken in Sweden have driven the trend
for Nordic flavours and have elevated Scandinavian
cuisine to among the world’s best. In the bar
environment, forward thinking venues such as
Himkok in Oslo have gained a global platform in the
bar community, and continue to push traditional
Scandinavian products such as Akvavit and Kummel.
With ‘crossover’ ingredients such as juniper and pine
already accepted by consumers, and more people
aspiring to visit and explore Scandinavia, its influence
in the drinks world will continue to grow. In addition,
other more more unusual flavours such as liquorice,
lingonberry, cloudberry and sea buckthorn are likely
to be used.
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2. Fermentation

Looking to the past to create a flavoursome future
Fermentation, in many different forms, has been around for thousands of years.
Everything from beer to bread relies on biological fermentation processes to
deliver complex and interesting flavours with relatively simple ingredients. In
recent years, small pockets of the progressive cocktail scene have begun to
return to these processes to create new and intricate flavour profiles. By
adapting more sustainable and readily available ingredients from the ‘British
pantry,’ fruit wines, meads and vinegars are all being made in-house, and
becoming more common as cocktail ingredients. Cub, a pioneering sustainable
restaurant in Hoxton headed by visionaries Ryan Chetiyawardana and
Doug McMaster, has recently recruited Dr. Johnny Drain to build and run a
‘fermentation lab,’ exploring how ingredients can be creatively manipulated,
to create new flavours via fermentation. This follows in the footsteps of one
of the world’s most iconic creative restaurants, Scandinavia’s Noma.
So how will this manifest within premium soft drinks and mixers? One of the
biggest current success stories evolving from fermentation is the rise in popularity
of kombucha and the widespread acceptance of its unusual acidity. The category
of fermentation-based drinks looks set to grow rapidly in both the alcoholic and
non-alcoholic sector as fruit wines, meads, vinegars and drinks with varying
fermented ‘bases’ and techniques offer diversity of the ingredients that can be

As the industry gains greater understanding
and mastery of fermentation techniques,
expect to see not just new flavours and
textures, but entirely new categories of
drinks. And, critically, an ability to better
marry luxury and deliciousness with
sustainability: fermentation’s beauty is that
it offers access to amplified flavour and
complexity from unconventional, overlooked
or disregarded starting ingredients. So
by-products from another product, or a
sustainable but unloved ingredient, can
suddenly become starting points or key
flavour providers in entirely new products.
Essentially, fermentation blows out of the
water the expectations you have for what
ingredients can produce what flavours.
We’ve only scratched the surface and at this
current point in time are limited really only
by imagination.

Dr. Johnny Drain, Fermentation
Specialist and Consultant

used and the flavours produced.
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3. Super-premium
The rise of super-luxury

The premium category has been driving growth in spirits for several years now, with sales by value
up 6.3% year on year26. But as consumers become even more educated and discerning about drinks,
and the abundance of marketing desensitises consumers and leads them to reconsider what defines
‘premium’, a new super-premium category is emerging. Sales of super-premium spirits have grown
by 24.5% in the last year, so consumers are clearly becoming more comfortable with paying extra for
a high-quality choice27. This luxury space is likely to grow, especially in dark spirits, and that opens up
opportunities for mixers. It will be interesting to see if dark mixers can find a way to harness the
super-premium trend, and what innovative approaches are taken to ensure that mixers do not
‘de-premiumise’ a very ritualised category for neat spirit drinkers.

Sales of super-premium spirits have grown by

24.5%

The UK premium spirit sector has seen
an abundance of growth and consumers are
now choosing these brands as a preference.
Gin is still stealing the show, but other
super-premium spirits such as rum and
whisky are making headway and mixers are
being pulled along with this trend. However,
it will be subtler, lighter flavoured mixers
that complement and do not overpower
premium offerings that are likely to show
the most potential in this space.

Declan McGurk, Director of Bars,
The Savoy Hotel

in the last year

26
27

CGA On Premise Measurement Tool, 12 months to April 2019
CGA On Premise Measurement Tool, 12 months to April 2019
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4. Eastern influences

Looking beyond the Western world
With an increasingly global outlook, there is a slowly shifting focus towards eastern flavours
and aesthetics. With the 2019 Rugby World Cup and 2020 Olympics both to be held in Japan,
we expect a surge of interest in Japanese culture, where elements of ‘futurism,’ social
etiquette and dedication to craft and quality already label it premium and aspirational in
consumers’ minds.
The Japanese whisky industry has been booming for years and we are starting to see its
reputation and quality being leveraged in other spirit categories by brands such as Ki No Bi,
Roku and Nikka. Their simplistic pursuit of quality and tradition in a crowded sector is a great
message for bartenders looking for products that suit both cocktails and spirit mixers.
It is an important trend for the soft drinks category too. Natural pairings and recommended
serves for this region’s products are creating fresh interest in complementing flavours within
the mixer market such as yuzu, cherry blossom and green tea—all of which can justify a

Since taking on the Nikka brand in 2015,
we’ve experienced healthy growth each year.
A key driver has been the rising demand for
anything Japanese, and the associated links
to craftsmanship, tradition and quality.
Alongside this, the Japanese way of drinking
whisky in highballs has also become more
popular, and we have seen G&T consumers
enjoying Nikka whiskies in this way. The
launch of Nikka Coffey Gin and Vodka again
brings the focus to long, refreshing mixed
drinks and summer drinking occasions.

Stefanie Holt, Head of Brand
Education, Speciality Brands

higher price point. As ‘Olympic fever’ takes hold next year, we predict a large level of
engagement in all things Japanese.
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5. Sweet versus savoury

Evolving flavour to satisfy evolving tastes
As consumers become more concerned about both artificial sweeteners and sugar in drinks,
our expectation is that they will increasingly migrate away from the more common flavours
associated with ‘sweet drinks’, in favour of more savoury flavour profiles and ingredients.
Consumers will become more accustomed to vegetal and savoury flavours such as pea,
celery, tea and beetroot across the entire drinks market, and we envisage this playing a major
role in future soft drinks innovation. Bolstering this will be the ever-growing marketing of the
soft drink as a health benefit—something already seen within the smoothie, kombucha and
yoghurt drink sectors.
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Exotic tonics

6. Alternative citrus
A world beyond lemons

As globalisation continues to make the world a
smaller place, consumers’ interest in new flavours
is growing. Citrus is a familiar and fundamentally
important ingredient in many drinks, but the
market is still dominated by the classics: orange,
grapefruit, lemon and lime. With the rise in Asian
cuisine, we are gradually being introduced to a part
of the world with a much greater variety of fruits,
with ancestry that links back to the citrus fruits we
are accustomed to—like the grapefruit, which is a
man-made cultivar of the pomelo and the orange.
Flavours such as bergamot, pomelo and yuzu are
already found in leading perfume brands and readily available in Michelin starred kitchens, and so it is
likely we will see this spread into more
accessible formats over the coming years.

With a growing number of people
seeking to discover new and
different flavours, Fentimans
recently launched Oriental Yuzu
Tonic. This exotic and tangy tonic
has been developed to deliver
an innovative yet refreshing
mixer, ideal for pairing with
contemporary and new wave gins.
For the perfect serve, mix 25ml
Roku gin and 125ml Oriental
Yuzu tonic, and serve over ice
with a lime slice garnish.
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